Access & Platform Lifts Ltd
The Pluto Compact Home Lift
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Pluto – the lift for compact spaces
Inspired in design, comfort and simplicity
The Pluto is the smallest available platform lift and is able
to fit into almost any space, providing a cost-effective
solution for accessibility needs in the home or office.
A Pluto platform lift combines versatility in form and

function with ease of installation and use. It complements
and blends into any environment, with just the right
aesthetic touch. It will run year in and year out, without
incident. Simply, a lift that takes mobility to new levels and
adds value to your building.
Since 1995, the Pluto platform lift has been developed with
insight to market innovations in close collaboration with
architects, builders, installers, access consultants and
partners. To this, we add technical know-how and

“If you are looking for everyday

dedicated professional support, providing a solution to

accessibility, adapting your home for

fulfill your requirement.

young and old alike, or simply want

Whether you are designing, building or renovating, a Pluto

the very best in modern design, a

platform lift offers a range of possibilities.

Pluto lift is the ideal choice.”

Providing multi-level
access where space is
at a premium

Contact us and we can
help you with a budget
quote

The ideal solution for
private and commercial
spaces
Fully customisable
to blend into your
environment

Safe and secure

For private homes

Assured with the highest standards of quality and safety,

A Pluto lift can transform any home where mobility is an

the Pluto platform lift is provided as an access solution in

issue. Faster, safer and more comfortable than a stair lift,

differing environments throughout the world. It is fully

yet very easy to operate, the installation of a Pluto platform

compliant with European Directives 98/37/EC and

lift will mean your home can remain just that for as long as

2006/42/EC, and has a lifting capacity of two persons,

you want.

or one person in a wheelchair.

So compact

For a touch of elegance
The Pluto fits beautifully into a home with every modern

All that’s required to accommodate our smallest Pluto is an

convenience, and brings with it an elegance stemming from

available floor area of 910 x 870mm.

its Scandinavian design.

For commercial environments
In existing commercial environments where space prevents
an alternative solution, a Pluto platform lift can also assist
in meeting obligations under the Equality Act (formerly
DDA) subject of course, to building control acceptance.

With so many options to customise the style and the finish
of the lift it can blend into any environment.

Pluto platform lifts are suitable for
a home or office environment
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Technical specifications

Specification
Structural
opening
[w x d]
Platform
size [w x d]

910 x 870 910 x 1170 910 x 1370
(add 25mm to the width for doors on
side A & C)
805 x 580

805 x 880

Speed

0.15 m/s

Travel

13 metres

Motor

1.1 kW

Power
requirement
Rated load
Controls

805 x 1080

230V, 1 ph, 50 Hz
250kg
Constant pressure button

CAD drawings are available on request. All dimensions are in millimetres.
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ENVIRONMENT
Specifying a Pluto Platform Lift demonstrates that you have considered
your environment. This is by virtue of the products’ economical
demand on materials, the small carbon footprint, the designed life of
over 20 years and their comparatively low energy demand.
At the end of its useful life, over 95% of the materials used in its
construction are recyclable.

BREEAM
BREEAM is the leading and most widely used environmental
assessment method for buildings. By using a Pluto Platform Lift rather
than a conventional lift, the BREEAM count requirement is reduced by
two credits, allowing for the whole project score to be recalculated.

Access & Platform Lifts Ltd offer a large range of DDA Lifts for both home and Public use. From a small step
Lift to a multiple stop Platform Lift, Internal and External Installations we aim to have the answer for all of your
DDA Access needs.

Access & Platform Lifts Ltd
209 Carlton Road
Worksop
S81 7 HN
Tel 01909 486704
sales@accessandplatformlifts.co.uk
www.accessandplatformlifts.co.uk

